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If you want your planes to find thermals,
Stop cooking with cheese!…
a rabbit.

This is the Year of the Dog, and it seems Spring has sprung from the gate like a greyhound after

That winter project, that was taking shape slowly but surely, is now weeks behind schedule and
facing horrendous cost over-runs (ever thought of working for the MoT?). Never mind, we can always
resurrect the old “trusty” from last year – even though the covering sags, the wings flap and the tail
feathers have more patches than a Queen Scout - it still will FLY! So, NO excuses! Get out there and fly
– it’s a great way to blow out the winter cobwebs and the fresh air and sunshine is a great tonic.
The outhouse at Greens Road has been restored to its normal attitude, the guy wires are secured
and all hinges have been oiled. The 2006 Stress Testing has not yet been completed but Bud is confident
that everything will be ready for the first contest.
Both Fields are open but it sounds like Fletcher Road is already being stripped this may affect
parking and access – we will watch this closely and report as soon as new information is available.

Soaring Safety…it is that time of year to enjoy the summer safely!
Something we tend to take for granted until reminded the hard way! Your attention to basic safety principles and procedures makes the
soaring life style more fun, more enjoyable and, of course, safer!
“Aviation in itself is not inherently dangerous. Bur like seafaring, it is terribly unforgiving of any carelessness, in capacity, or neglect.” This
old pilot’s maxim gives some insight in making our flying safer. Preparation is the key to safe operation of our models.
It seems that the more I fly, the longer my list of safety rules get. Whether you refer to a prepared safety code or your own experience your
aim is to make sure that you stay in control of your airplane, which not only preserves the plane, bur averts serious damage to people and
property.
Pre-flight Inspection
A complete pre-flight will prevent more launch accidents and flight crashes than any other single thing you can do. In full size aviation, the
pilot uses a written preflight checklist for everything taking to the air!
Begin with an integrity bench before you leave for the flying field. Check all surfaces for cracks especially old repairs in the wing or fuselage.
Are the servos mounted securely, are linkages free-moving and secure? Is the tow hook firm and tight? Are the hinges OK?
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Would you believe the number one reason for crashes is loss of electrical power in flight! After charging check the batteries with an
expanded volt meter. The ESV places a fixed load of say 150 milliamps on the circuit and gives a reading that should be in the green. A low
voltage can indicate a dead cell or tired cells. If you have a battery cycler, check the capacity of the RX pack and replace the battery if it
shows only sixty percent of the original capacity! With new higher capacity cells available now there is no reason to increase the RX and TX
battery packs if you are replacing them too!
Do not hesitate to discard any electrical component that shows intermittent functioning. Too often crashes initially blamed on radio
interference have been traced to loose or worn connectors. Even pulled out pins on servo leads can cause intermittent operations. Carefully
pull out servo leads with pliers or tweezers so as not to pull on the wires. Most of the servo connectors just have crimped connectors on the
wires!
After assembling the plane at the flying field, check for “correct and free” operation of all control surfaces. Whether you change settings on
the manual TX or use a computer radio, BE SURE TO USE THE CORRECT MODEL SETTINGS! Careful labeling of the model for
channel, Channels used and normal of reverse servo settings will enable you to change quickly and correctly. A complete and careful
watching of the control surfaces moving….not just wiggling the sticks and listening for servo movement is needed to be completely sure! I
accidentally did this on a flying stab model and promptly crashed the model on launch!
Finally a quick physical grasping of each control surface and see how it performs against some surface tension. This will help to detect loose
servos and weak linkages. One case of the cable breaking free inside the fuselage caused the elevator to have two neutral settings! One
neutral when the up control was given and another when down stick was inputted on the TX. It is no wonder the plane didn’t glide
consistently and smoothly.
Have you ever put together a flying stab, and not put the wire joiner through the elevator bell crank? It makes me shudder just thinking about
the crash that wiped out a beautiful glider because of this error. Lastly, don’t forget to do a radio range check according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Radio problems do get worse in the air, not better, trust me!
Winch safety involves respecting the power of the winch motor and line speeds that it produces. One horror show is a runaway winch. An
automotive starter relay switch generally fails in the “on” position. The contacts can “weld” themselves closed. You can save the model if a
heavy duty is used in the circuit. Make sure that all winch users know where the motor kill switch is and how to use it. Most winches now
use two relays to give a higher safety margin. All winches should use an “arming switch” in the low amperage relay circuit. This prevents
stepping on the foot switch and starting the winch motor when someone in holding the parachute or handling the winch line. Also check that
the backlash mechanism is working and used to prevent line snags. When fetching the parachute, do not put your finger through the ring!
Fold the parachute and carry it in your closed fist. If the winch is accidentally started or snags the “chute” will pull out of
your hand.
Get in the habit of “throwing” your sailplane (level preferably} vigorously on launch from a winch or hi-start. Getting the model up to flying
speed increases airflow over the control surfaces and gives you positive control sooner in this critical early stage. A simple toss at a high
angle of attack will likely result in a stall and a crash. Be sure to set the elevator trim to launch mode otherwise a pop-off will occur if too
much up trim is used on launch.
Flying safely consists of watching for other planes and announcing your intentions loudly! Look around and make sure that the launch air
space is clear to avoid collisions. Yelling out loud” Launching!” before stepping on the winch switch reminds those watching their own
models, not to fly into the launch area at that time. Loudly announcing that you are ”Landing” further alerts other pilots who may not be
looking in your direction that you’ll be landing low and slow and closer to people than at other times during the flight. Calling out may
prevent a midair or a person from being struck by a model landing.
The safety rule for joining other sailplanes in a thermal is: Circle in the same direction as the airplane already in the thermal. Airplanes
circling together are operating much closer than when searching independently for lift. And if they collide, their closing speed is lower
compare to meeting head-on! The best advice is to be safety-minded! It is far safer and more enjoyable than being absent-minded, careless, or
accident-prone. Who would you rather fly with at the field…need I ask? Have a safe and happy summer of flying!

- Stan Shaw, President
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Minutes of the SOGGI Meeting Sunday March 12, 2006
Stan Shaw called the meeting to order at 2:10 p.m.
There were seventeen members present and two guests: Ron Stewart and Paul Schmidt.
Budd Wallace read the minutes of the previous meeting. Motion to accept the minutes as read made by Werner
Hildersheim and seconded by Bill Woodward. Carried.
Business arising from the Minutes:
The club flyer was unavailable due to corrections. Delivery for next meeting is anticipated.
Update on the meeting with City of Hamilton officials:
Stan described the meeting as informative, cordial and productive. The Director of City Parks, Mr. John Kirkpatrick,
and Mr. Al Dore, Recreation Manager, were quite receptive to our request for a designated site for model flying. They
were informed of our needs with a letter describing the site requirements for electric-powered model and gliders.
They were shown models of the Mini-Challenger and the Tiger Moth indoor flyer.

They were particularly interested if what Dick Fahey had to say about the Burlington R/C Club’s agreement with the City of Burlington and
their site. They requested a copy of the ten year agreement and would use it as a model for our agreement. Secondly, they said that they
would do a review of all the parks to find suitable space. They knew of the Stoney Creek Club site and suggested we consider sharing that
site. This suggestion was declined as they have occupied the site for over thirty years.
Mr. Kirkpatrick discussed the Kings Forest slope site history. It was being used by the Para-gliders with a permit issued. However the
occasional landing on the adjacent golf course resulted in their complete shutdown. The City’s legal department also was instrumental in
supporting the removal of the Para-gliders. They pointed out the traffic congestion, limited parking area and distracting the drivers on the
adjacent roadway as safety hazards that were of a serious nature to warrant the permanent closure of the site. The roadway now services the
new arenas and baseball diamonds located a short distance from the slope site. Hopefully, the next meeting will see more progress in
accessing the sites requested.
Stu Watson mentioned that the first Bylaw to ban U-Control model flying was passed in 1954. He was flying models on Locke Street. The
site had space for four circles. The site was lost due to noise complaints from the Minister of the local Church on Sundays of course!
Other land fill sites were mentioned at the meeting and their possible use for model airplane flying.
Warren Kelly related his experience with the Old Timers Group. The group flies at the Mt. Albert Lions Club Park where there are four
soccer fields. They have an agreement that allows them to use a soccer field unless the others are full. So far this hasn’t happened when they
were flying at the park.
Warren Kelly mentioned that Mr. Dave Braden was the Councilman in Ward 7(14 ed.). His phone number is 905-546-4643. Mr. Phil
Bruckler was in Ward 9, Stoney Creek. The web site is: www.myhamilton.ca. for more.
It was pointed out that if we were to go to council for the bylaw change that we would have to get 9 of 16 to win a majority. With the
municipal elections coming up in November, now is the time to win support from your local council member for the proposed changes.
Hopefully some active participation with the local council members will help our cause and no doubt theirs as well. This initiative is well
worth the effort for the benefit of all SOGGI members.
New Business:
1. Motion by Dick Colley and seconded by Juri Vosu to purchase a DVD for the club from Radio Carbon Art. Carried. Action: Stan Shaw
2. Discussion on the indoor glider contest for the April meeting resulted in the following: Open class gliders could have wing spans to 18
inches. The Scale Class would also be flown, judged by Bill Woodward. Last year’s rules for the scale models to apply.
3. Stan Shaw will bring a list of slope site prepared by Paul Schmidt to the next meeting.
4. New members: Bill Henderson now in Burlington. Werner Klebert closed the meeting.
5. Show and Tell: Budd Wallace showed his electric-powered Cessna Bird Dog model. Stan Shaw showed a twin Speed 400 pusher model
based on the Hi-Liner and an Open Class Glider called the Durex V that was designed in was designed in 1979. Werner said it looked
like the Viking!

PHILOSOPHIES
If at first you don'
t succeed, destroy all evidence that you tried.
A conclusion is the place where you got tired of thinking.
Experience is something you don'
t get until just after you need it.
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Wing Shear Loads

Part 1/2: Wood wings by Mark Drela drela@MIT.EDU

From R/C Soaring Digest

Shear loads in wings tend to be much less understood than the more intuitive ending loads.
This month we present some sketches which illustrate what the shear loads look like in a wood I-beam spar.

Figure 1 - shows what happens when a spar consisting if only top and bottom spar-caps and ribs is loaded. The
spar/rib rectangle sections try to shear, or deform into parallelograms, producing high cracking stresses at the
rib/spar joints. This is not an efficient structure.
Figure 2 shows a greatly improved structure, namely a truss, whose diagonal members see alternating compression
and tension loads, which resist the parallelogramming deformation.
Several truss configurations can be used, as shown. The truss is efficient, but as the drawback of a high parts count,
and little tolerance to imperfections. A failure in any one of the many joints can cause complete structural collapse.
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Figure 3 shows a few shear web structures, which are somewhat more practical alternatives to the truss. The ideal
shear web can be thought of as numerous fine truss members, which must take compression and tension loads just
like the truss. Such a “continuous truss” is closely approximated by a composite cloth at +/-45 degrees, which will be
examined next month. For an all-wood spar, a shear web is commonly made from sheet balsa, whose grain can be
either vertical or horizontal. Contrary to popular belief, the grain orientation does not affect the wood's ability to
withstand a shear load, which is in effect compression along one diagonal, with equal tension along the other
diagonal. The little load diagrams in Figure 3 are the same for the two grain orientations, except for a 90 degree
rotation. The main effect of the web grain orientation is what happens after the wood develops a shear crack from
excessive shear load. The failure propagation for the two grain orientations is shown in Figure 4. It's likely that the
end-grain is much more resistant to peel from the hard spar-cap than from the soft rib wood, so that the vertical-grain
web is likely to be stronger. But this is only conjecture, and tests of spar samples would be the only way to confirm
this. For wood wings whose spar web is not interrupted by ribs, these weak peel points do not exist, and the
horizontal-grain web may well be superior. Again, tests would be needed to confirm this. For typical wood wings
which have ribs piercing the web, it's essential that the shear webs are glued to the ribs.
As Figure 4 indicates, a gap is equivalent to the shear crack, with the resulting peel stress concentration and
premature failure. An efficient shear web or torsion structure should pass the “pressure vessel test.” If you mentally
pressurize the air on one side of a shear web or inside a D-tube, the air should not be able to escape. Any hole or
gap at a rib or spar-cap will have large local shear and/or peel stress concentrations which may cause premature
failure. If you must have a hole in the shear web for any reason, that hole should be reinforced with extra balsa, light
ply, or bias glass.

A new column for those hard to answer questions…
Send in your questions and our team of experts will help you find the right answer!

Interesting Pictures:

PLEASE send some in!

COUNTRY LIFE (or What the Papers Say...)
A teacher forwarded this list of comments from test papers, essays, etc., submitted to science and health teachers by
elementary, junior high, high school, and college students. As she noted, "It is truly astonishing what weird science
our young scholars can create under the pressures of time and grades."
"The body consists of three parts - the branium, the borax, and the abominable cavity. The branium contains the brain,
the borax contains the heart and lungs, and the abominable cavity contains the bowels, of which there are five – a, e, i,
o, and u."
"H2O is hot water, and CO2 is cold water."
"When you smell an oderless gas, it is probably carbon monoxide."
"Water is composed of two gins, Oxygin and Hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin. Hydrogin is gin and water."
"Three kinds of blood vessels are arteries, vanes and caterpillars."
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For Sale: Want Ads: Personals

2M Fulgida $135

ProRunner 118" $230
Windrifter 111" $175
All in good flying condition. All are contest winners! Werner Klebert 905-578-9431

For Sale:

Goldberg Electra Kit (c/w motor and Prop)…………………$50.00
Master Airscrew 05 Gearbox 3.9:1 ratio…………………....$15.00
Master Airscrew Propeller and spinner 12-1/2 x ugess…...$ 5.00
Bill Woodward
%
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Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out
-

We publish for free!

Suggestions for a Summer Project
Tension Gauge for Hi-Starts
Foam Wing Cutter – Computer Driven
Aircraft Locator for Model Planes (ALMA Project)
Clean Barbeque

2006 SOGGI Executive
President:

Stan Shaw
39-383, Edinburgh Road,
Guelph, Ont.

Vice President: Bud Wallace
1060, Eastmount Avenue
MISSISSAUGA, Ont.
Treasurer:

Secretary:

Editor:

Derek Hartwell
39, Isaac Brock Drive
HAMILTON, Ont

Deadline for June Issue of Task:
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N1G 2K7
(905) 274-3177
L5E 1Z3
(905) 578-7991
L8J 2P1

Cliff English
24, Blackwood Crescent
Hamilton, Ont.
Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

(519)-763-7111

(905)-522-4561
L8S 3H5
(905)-689-7761
L0R 2H5

May 22nd 2006
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2006 Calendar of Events

SOGGI Contest Schedule - 2006
Date

CD Name

Type of Contest

Club

Phone Number

Sunday, May 14, 2006

Jozef Banial

2 Meter

C.O.G.G

905-567-3925

Sunday, May 28, 2006

Roy Bouke

Sport EIec.Sailplane

C.O.G.G

416-493-0111

Sunday, June 04, 2006

Stan Shaw

Elec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)

519-763-7111

Sunday, June 11, 2006

Doug Pike

Open Men on Men

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, June 18, 2006

Bud Wallace

Golden Oldies

S.O.G.G.I.

905-274-3177

Doug Pike

Task: Open
Duration

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, July 09, 2006

Mike Kastelein

EIec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)

(905) 319-5921

Sunday, July 16, 2006

Dick Colley

OB Memorial

SOGGI (Club Day)

905-689-7761

Sunday, August 06, 2006

Werner Klebert

2 Meter

S.O.G.G.I.

905-578-5431

Sunday, August 20, 2006

Otakar Koprniky

EIec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)
No Rain Date

(519) 740-9504

Sunday, August 27, 2006

Tony Boothman

R.E.S.

C.O.G.G

705-722-8830

Sunday, September 03, 2006

Dick Colley

Big Bird Bash

SOGGI (open)
Rain Date Mon.4th

905-689-7761

Sunday, September 10, 2006

Doug Pike

Open F3J

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, September 17, 2006

Roy Bouke

Sport EIec.Sailplane

C.O.G.G

416-493-0111

Saturday, July 08, 2006
Sunday, July 09, 2006
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“Blue Moon”

This is the second of two construction articles prepared for TASK, the
Newsletter of the Southern Ontario Glider Group Inc., and for internet
readership. The present article describes Blue Moon, a 50” sport F/F sailplane
that employs traditional construction methods and materials. Blue Moon is
intended for launch using either a towline, or by using a hi-start together with
George the Auto Pilot. George was the subject of the first construction article,
and is an accessory developed to enable the practical use of hi-starts for
launching free-flight (F/F) sailplanes.
Construction drawings for Blue Moon and George are available for viewing
and downloading from the Southern Ontario Glider Group’s website,
www.soggi.ca. The files are offered to individual builders at no cost. Your local
printing shop can produce full size paper drawings if you e-mail these files to
them (or just tell them where to get the files).

Blue Moon Design Features
Our experience at SOGGI suggests that free-flight first timers are apt to be people with some prior radio control experience.
There are many good free-flight designs and kits available, but usually you have to add some standard features to them. The
Blue Moon construction drawing and this article explain features that are peculiar to free-flight models. These are illustrated for
Blue Moon, but can be adapted to other airplanes.
Blue Moon was conceived primarily as a test bed for George the Autopilot. Blue Moon incorporates a number of features and
devices to aid stability, and to make it easy to fly and maintain. A misbehaving aircraft could interfere with George’s progress.
The tricky bits such as a de-thermalizer, trim adjusters, a two piece wing and a removable stabilizer are shown on the
construction drawings. Thanks to that detail, actual construction time of the Blue
Moon prototype was cut in half because no further cut-and fit engineering was
required. Blue Moon disassembles into four relatively flat pieces using no special
tools other than fingers. The pieces would lend themselves to transportation in a
compact protective box. The fin is permanently attached to and aligned with the
fuselage. Because it is not removed for transportation and also does not move as
part of the de-thermalizer, two potential sources of misalignment are avoided.
The horizontal tail is mounted on top of the fin, well clear of the ground when the
aircraft rests on either wing tip. When the grass is wet, the stabilizer stays
reasonably dry and aircraft balance point is less affected by moisture accumulation.
Aerodynamically, with a T-tail there is some minor reduction of drag. The fin tip is
recessed into the stabilizer and the stabilizer effectively acts like a winglet or tip
plate to eliminate vortex shedding. Also, the stabilizer employs a lifting airfoil, and
its placement high above the wing downwash predicts some theoretical efficiency gain.
The de-thermalizer fuse snuffer tube is located near the aircraft balance point and extends through the aircraft and out the other
side. About 4 inches of fuse is cut and installed, some of which hangs out the other side of the aircraft. Only about 1 inch
extends from the snuffer tube at any given moment. This would permit an approximate 2 minute flight. Before launch while
waiting for a thermal to develop, the fuse burns down at a rate of approximately ½ inch per minute. More fuse is available to be
pulled out of the tube if you have a long wait. In the photo, the sacrificial rubber band is seen to straddle the fuse. Two minutes
after launch when that rubber band burns through, the de-thermalizer is deployed to
prevent a flyaway. The location of the snuffer tube near the aircraft centre of gravity
means aircraft balance is unaffected by fuse length. It is also close to your grip point
on the aircraft which results in the fuse moving around less while you are trying to
light it in strong winds. A lighter with an electric element is the preferred tool to avoid
torching the model.
Most designs use a rubber band to rotate the stabilizer to its etherealized position.
Although this has the advantage of simplicity, rubber bands (including spare rubber
bands) deteriorate with the passage of time. Occasionally I have failed to replace an
old deteriorated rubber band with a good new one, and then my model didn’t
etherealize.
Blue Moon avoids rubber band troubles by using a coil spring to rotate the stabilizer
(see preceding photo). Complete spring forming instructions are provided on the
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plans. The fishing line that forms part of the D/T system is routed internally within the fuselage to reduce drag. That line must be
installed prior to completing the fuselage covering.
Rudder and elevator trims are adjusted by tiny, fine-threaded jacking bolts. This
provides a precise, fast adjustment with no loose pieces to get lost in the grass.
The 0-80 jacking bolts are the smallest Allen head bolts that I could find. The use of
an
Allen head bolt reduces the chance that the adjustment wrench will slip off the bolthead and puncture the airplane. A standard Allen key can be used to make
adjustments, but due to clearances to the surrounding structure it has to be removed
and
re-inserted several times to turn the bolt a full 360 degrees.
To make a better adjustment wrench, first cut a 1 inch long piece of a ¼” diameter
wooden dowel. Then drill a 1/16 diameter deep hole into the end of the dowel. Cut off
the
short arm of a standard Allen key, and insert the longer piece into the hole in the
wooden dowel. CA glue it in place using baking soda to fill any gap. Paint the dowel
to
make the wrench easier to find in case you drop it in the grass. Carry the wrench in
your
pocket while you fly the airplane, and dial in small trim adjustments after each flight.
Many little things add up to a big difference.
Blue Moon has a typical arrangement of 3 tow-hooks located near the nose, one of which will be selected for use according to
wind speed prevailing at the time of launch. For each nose tow-hook, George the Autopilot requires a second tiny “hook” near
the tail. These three tiny hooks are the only design concession required for using George, and they may be omitted if you
choose not to use George.
The wings and horizontal tail employ D-box construction. This makes them warp resistant and torsionally rigid under flight loads.
The balsa sheet prevents fabric sag between ribs, and thereby preserves the airfoil shape at the leading edge where it is most
critical.
.
Construction Notes
Individual ribs and all other odd shaped parts have been grouped by balsa
sheet thickness and by quantity required, then laid out on the drawing as
nested templates the size of a balsa sheet. Each template can be doubleside taped to a balsa sheet for sawing. Balsa sheets can be stacked where
pairs of parts are required.
Leading edge sheeting is 1/32 balsa. Because this sheet is so thin, it must
be supported on a flat surface and sanded prior to assembly to the wing.
Be careful during assembly to avoid getting adhesive on the sanded
surface.
The wing is built in four separate panels. For each panel, the bottom
sheeting is pinned to the building board and the spar caps, spar webs, and
ribs are then assembled to it. The leading edge of the bottom sheet is lifted
to adhere that sheeting to each rib, starting at the rib at panel mid-length,
and then working outwards to both ends.
The trailing edge is shimmed to the correct camber as shown on the plan, and glued to each rib. Install the trailing edge gussets
at this point. For inboard wing panels, features related to the joiner rod are added to the spars at this time.
The top sheeting is installed as follows (refer to photo): The wing leading edge is aligned with one edge of the table. For inboard
panels, the wing trailing edge is shimmed a constant ¼” and then weights are applied. For outboard panels, the trailing edge
shim thickness is varied to ensure that the correct wash-in is achieved.
With a D-box structure, it will be impossible to change the wash-in angle once the top sheeting has been glued. Ten inch lengths
of masking tape are cut and attached by one end to the spar web immediately adjacent to and on both sides of each rib. The
tape’s free end is left trailing for now. Then apply just enough white glue to wet out the top edge of each rib forward of the spar.
Do not glue the spar cap or leading edge at this time. Position the 1/32 sheet, and wrap the tape strips over it, pulling the tape
snug to the edge of the table. Once the white glue is dry, remove the wing panel from the building board. Remove the tape and
allow the 1/32 sheet to relax. The 1/32 sheet can now be pressed against the spar cap and CA glued, one rib-bay at a time; the
leading edge is glued in a similar way.
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Fuselage formers for Blue Moon are pre-assembled rectangles built flat on the building
board from balsa strip. They assemble very quickly and provide the best trade off with other
construction methods with respect to weight, strength and building time.
The vertical members of each former will be glued to matching members in the fuselage
side frames. The plans show a ballast box made from solid balsa block. If you are building
this aircraft and would prefer a fiberglass ballast box, please contact me. I have the mold.
For balancing, the model was suspended at the balance point shown on the plan. The
ballast box is too small to contain all of the ballast required and is intended only for fine
adjustments at the field. It should be filled to the halfway point with lead shot, and then an
additional hunk of lead can be glued to the back surface of the front former to achieve the
design balance point. The model must also be balanced left to right. Drill a 1/8” hole in the
lighter wing’s tip block near the leading edge. Cut an appropriate length of 1/8 diameter
solid solder, insert it in the hole and CA glue it.

Flying
At the time of this writing, Blue Moon has been hand launched
successfully and displayed no obviously bad habits. It is January in
Ontario. Hi-start flight tests using the George the Autopilot remain months
away. I will issue an update as soon as weather permits a more complete
flight evaluation.
Most of the ideas captured here were planted by my many teachers. I am
indebted to them, and it is my privilege to pass on their practical wisdom
to you.

Bob Hammett, Kitchener, Ontario, January 26, 2006.
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F5J Style Limited Motor Run Glider Competition for Speed 400 Sailplane Class
Rules for SOGGI club contests in 2006
Specifically, only the ferrite Speed 400 sized motors (Mabucchi RS380 type) permitted (six volt rating is recommended) and the battery pack
is limited to a maximum of eight cells. Nickel Cadmium or Nickel Hydrides packs of any size maybe used to power the motor. No cobalt or
brushless motors or modified speed 400 motors will be allowed.
The model may use any suitable gearbox and propeller for a six volt Speed 400 motor or us a direct drive system. It is recommended that the
electronic speed controller have a brake and a battery eliminator circuit (BEC) system but it is not mandatory.
It is recommended as per MAAC Safety rules that all aircraft be properly fused between the motor and the first connector when using a BEC
system. Units that have separate power to the radio may prefer to fuse between the battery and the controller. A disarming switch can also be
included in the power system.
Any sized model and any number of control functions may be used in the model. It is recommended that a two meter wing span be the
maximum. The motor run time will be a maximum of sixty seconds.
Flight Task:
The flight task will be a 10 minute duration flight. The Launch Master will start the timing for the group with a short count down to the start
signal, signal the “Motor Off” point clearly, and signal the end of the ten minute window with appropriate signals. A ten second count down
can be allowed by the Launch Master in preparation for the end of the ten minute window. The task will be flown “Man-on-Man” in flight
groups of three to five depending on frequency conflicts. Other rules are as follows:
1. The motor may be started and stopped anytime within the “motor run “window.
2. In all rounds, the motor run time is included in the total flight time. All timers will start their watches upon a signal from the Launch
Master and each timer will stop their watch when their plane ceases all forward motion.
3. One point is awarded per second of flight time, up to the target time. Any model flying or in motion after the target time will be
penalized one point per second until it has landed and ceases forward motion. Touch and goes will not stop the timer’s clock. Flight
time will be rounded to the nearest second.
4. Landing outside the field boundaries or contacting any person during the flight will result in a zero score for that round.
5. Any motor running after the “motor off’ signal is given will result in a zero flight for that round.
6. The timer will monitor the motor run, and flight time with a stop watch.

F5J Style Limited Motor Run Glider Competition for Unlimited Sailplane Class
Rules for SOGGI club contests in 2006
Specifically, any electric powered sailplane can enter to fly three 10 minute flights. One point per second of flight time completed and one
point deducted for each second over the 10 minute flight time up to one minute. Over one minute negates the flight score for the round. Motor
run time is unlimited but subtracted from the flight time. For example. 600 flight pts. minus 19 motor run points = 581 total points for the
round.
The motor handicaps are as follows:

Brushless 95%
Brushed Cobalt 75%
Ferrite 45%
Speed 400 30%

The actual motor run is rounded to the nearest second. Then multiplied by the motor percentage. Calculate to the nearest 10th of a second.
Timers will need two stop watches.
Signals with the pilot could be: “Restarting..on..off”
Any type of battery can be used in this class.
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